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Abstract
By using the ultra-spinning limit as a generating solution technique, we construct a novel
class of charged rotating asymptotic AdS black holes. That describes the exact D-dimnsioanl
solutions of Einstein-Maxwell dilaton theory in the presence of negative cosmological constant.
The obtained geometries possess some punctures, describing a noncompact horizon, but has a
finite area. We then explicitly investigate the validity of the Kerr/CFT correspondence for all
dimensional cases. We find a main result for the central charges associated to [(d− 1)/2] copies
of dual 2D CFTs. We then argue the existence of a precise agreement between the microscopic
entropy of dual CFTs and the entropy of the noncompact horizon.
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1 Introduction
It was shown that within the higher-dimensional general relativity one can access to the rotating
black holes with any arbitrary large angular momentum by keeping the mass fixed [1]. In order
to study the stability of Myers-Perry black hole in a large angular momentum per unit mass, such
that the rotation parameter a → ∞, Emparan and Myers introduced the ”ultra-spinning” black
holes [2]. The horizon geometry of their resulting solutions have a pancake shape, spreading out
along the rotation plane while are contracted in the transverse directions. They also found a limit in
which these rapid black holes become an unstable black membrane at a finite large rotation. It was
generalized an analogous analysis for asymptotic AdS rotating black holes. In d ≥ 6 what is called
as a black brane ultra-spinning limit proposed in [3] by which the rotation parameter ai approaches
to the AdS radius l, while one has to keep the physical mass and angular momentum finite, thereby
leads to a static black brane. Furthermore, a different technique was introduced in [4] that ultra-
spinning (A)dS solutions can be derived such that both a and l simultaneously approach to infinity
while imposing a/l fixed. Meanwhile, Caldarelli et al. studied other applicable technique [3, 5], in
which by taking a → l limit the horizon radius r+ remains fixed, while the polar angle θ is scaled
in a special way to avoid a metric singularity. This limit gives rise to a noncompactness black hole
solution with a horizon topology as H2×Sd−4. So this ultra-spinning method refers to a hyperboloid
membrane limit.
In [6] it was introduced a novel ultra-spinning approach that can be used only in the presence
of the negative cosmological constant. The constructing geometries have a noncompact horizon that
topologically can be described as a sphere with some punctures, but has a finite area. These class
of black holes, in a sense, correspond to those were constructed in N = 2 gauged supergravity in the
presence of a scalar potential, which have similar horizon topology [7, 8]
In the ultra-spinning technique introduced [6] to gain a regular metric, one should first transform
the given rotating AdS black hole to an asymptotically rotating frame, then before boosting this
rotation to the speed of light by taking a → l, one should replace the corresponding azimuthal
coordinate by a new scaled proper coordinate. This method has been investigated for the general
multi-spinning Kerr-AdS black holes in [9], and for two particular classes of gauged supergravity
solutions in [10]. Recently this ultra-spinning limit is developed to a class of extremal vanishing
horizon in odd dimensions [11]. The obtained geometries as a new classes of ultra-spinning solutions
exhibit a distinguishable property in the extended thermodynamic phase space point of view, where
the variation of the cosmological constant has to be taken in to account [12]. It was shown that the
entropy of these specific solutions in some range of parameter space violate the Reverse Isoperimetric
Inequality. So, this ultra-spinning limit is denoted as super-entropic limit as well. [6, 9].1
There are strong evidences indicating black holes can be viewed as thermodynamic systems pos-
sessing underlying microstate structure, attributed to a theory of quantum gravity. To provide an
appropriate quantum gravity theory, proposing a successful formalism to calculate the entropy of
black holes is one of the most crucial challenge. It was a long historical idea supporting that only mi-
crostates near the black hole horizon should be considered to calculate the black hole entropy [14–17].
For extremal black holes, the Kerr/CFT correspondence gives a remarkable observation that the
statistical microscopic entropy of the quantum gravity theory exactly matches with the Bekenstein-
1It was shown that for a large class of black holes, for a given thermodynamic volume the maximum entropy is
related to the (charged) AdS-Schwarzschild black hole. The ‘superentropic’ black holes referring to those their entropy
exceed the maximal entropy [13].
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Hawking entropy of the black holes [18]. The basic idea follows from the fundamental example of
Brown and Henneaux [19], shown by considering consistent boundary conditions, the asymptotic
symmetry group (ASG) of AdS3 can be generated by two copies of Virasoro algebra. It asserts that
the quantum theory of gravity on AdS3 can be described by a two dimensional conformal field theory.
Furthermore, Strominger et al. via the Cardys formula [20] found a precise agreement between the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the Kerr black holes and the entropy of the near-horizon quantum
states [15, 21]. Therefore what is dubbed the Kerr/CFT correspondence, conjectures an extreme
Kerr black hole is holographically dual to a two-dimensional chiral (left-moving part) conformal field
theory. These proposal have been developed to the large classes of higher dimensional black hole
solutions in asymptotically flat and AdS spacetime [22–24]. The near horizon geometry of an ex-
tremal d dimensional Kerr black holes contain [(d− 1)/2] independent U(1) isometry group, that by
imposing a consistent boundary conditions they enhanced to [(d−1)/2] copies of commutating Vira-
soro algebra, supporting the same numbers of CFTs dual. Therefore using the Cardy’s formula one
can find the microscopic entropy of all dual CFTs. Kerr/CFT correspondence predict the equality
between the entropy of dual CFTs and macroscopic entropy of the black hole.
There are numerous progresses to explore the validity of the Kerr/CFT within the various horizon
topology. For instance, for the ultra-spinning solutions with a non-compact horizon, the existence of
a well-defined Kerr/CFT is also confirmed by [10] and [25].
The remarkable properties of ultra-spinning solutions, motivated us to further explore this limit
onto a class of multi spinning charged AdS black holes in all higher dimensions. The main purpose
of this work beside the better understanding the physics of charged AdS black holes in large angular
momentum followed to generate a new class of charged AdS black hole solutions using the ultra-
spinning technique. The black hole metric that we here consider describes multi-spinning solution
of Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton AdS black holes in all higher dimension was constructed by Wu [31].
Since This class of solution obtained by using the Kaluza-Klein reduction method, they also refer to
Kaluza-Klein charged AdS (KK-AdS) black holes. The first derivation of four dimensional charged
KK-AdS black hole constructed in [26] by a dimensional reduction of the boosted five dimensional
neutral Kerr-AdS black hole, that presents an exact solution of four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-
Dilaton theory. Its generalization by including NUT charge obtained in [27]. A singly rotating general
solutions in all higher dimensions were also found in [28]. In the context of gauged supergravity, the
charged KK black hole solutions in four and five dimensions were introduced in [29,30] as well. The
general metric of multi-spinning charged KK-AdS black holes in all higher dimensions presented by
Wu [31], that also describes an exact solution of D dimensional Einstein-Maxwell dilaton theory.
In this work, we apply the novel ultra-spinning (super-entropic) limit proposing by [6], onto the
general multi-spinning charged KK-AdS black holes [31]. Thereby we construct a new different class
of higher dimensional charged rotating asymptotic AdS black hole solutions in that same theory.
Then we show the obtained geometries enjoy a noncompact horizon but has a finite area. Then
we check the validity of the Kerr/CFT correspondence for our resulting solutions in all dimensions.
Followed by finding the central charges associated to CFT duals and computing the microscopic
entropy via the Cardy formula.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the general charged
KK-AdS black holes we shall analyze, reviewing their charges and thermodynamic. Then we obtain
their general ultra-spinning version in all dimensions, followed by their horizon geometries showing
a noncompact manifold. We then present the explicit metric for four dimensional case. In the Sec. 3
we study the ultra-spinning Kerr/CFT description, that in four dimensional case we precisely show
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that the entropy of the CFT side via the Cardy’s formula agrees with the black hole entropy. Then in
the last subsection, we find the near horizon geometry of our extremal ultra-spinning solutions in all
dimensions. Showing that contain an AdS2 sector product to a S
d−2 manifold having punctures. We
also provide a main result confirming these non-compactness horizon solutions exhibit a well-defined
Kerr/CFT correspondence.
2 General charged rotating AdS black holes
Here, we consider the particular class of charged multi-spinning black holes as a solution of the
Einstein-Maxwell dilaton theory
L =
√−g{R− 1
4
(D − 1)(D − 2)(∂Φ)2 − 1
4
e−(D−1)ΦF 2 + g2(D − 1)[(D − 3)eΦ + e−(D−3)Φ]}. (2.1)
The general solution of this theory in all higher dimension using the Kaluza-Klien reduction technique
is generated by Wu [31] as
ds2 = H
1
D−2
[
dγ2 +
Udr2
∆
+
2m
UH
ω2 + dΩ2
]
, (2.2)
where we have defined
dγ2 = −Wρ
2
l2
dt2 +
N∑
i=1
r2 + a2i
Ξi
µ2i dφ
2
i , (2.3)
dΩ2 =
N+ε∑
i=1
r2 + a2i
Ξi
dµ2i −
1
Wρ2
(N+ε∑
i=1
r2 + a2i
Ξ
µidµi
)2
,
ω = cWdt−
N∑
i=1
ai
√
χi
Ξi
µ2i dφ ,
and
ρ2 = r2 + l2, H = 1 +
2ms2
U
, U = rε
N+ε∑
i=1
µ2i
r2 + a2i
N∏
j=1
(r2 + a2j), (2.4)
W =
N+ε∑
i=1
µ2i
Ξi
, F =
l2r2
ρ2
N+ε∑
i=1
µ2i
r2 + a2i
, f(r) = c2 − s2ρ2/l2,
∆ =
rε−2ρ2
l2
N∏
i=1
(r2 + a2i )− 2mf(r), χi = c2 − s2Ξi,
c = cosh δ, s = sinh δ, Ξi = 1− a2i /l2.
It should be noticed that to consistent the above general solution for any dimension D, one needs to
define the following conventions
D = 2N + 1 + ε, (2.5)
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where one set  = 0 and 1 for even and odd dimensions respectively, and requiring aN+1 = 0 for even
dimensions. Also N = [(D − 1)/2] denotes the number of azimuthal directions φi corresponding to
N independent rotation parameters ai with periodicity 2pi. Moreover, there are [D/2] numbers of
”direction cosines” µi’s as the remaining spatial coordinates subject to the following constraint
N+ε∑
i=1
µ2i = 1. (2.6)
The gauge and dilaton field are also given by
A =
2ms
U H
(
cWdt−
N∑
i=1
ai
√
χi
Ξi
µ2i dφ
)
, Φ =
−1
D − 2 ln(H). (2.7)
Note, the metric (2.2) is known as a charged KK-AdS black hole solution. Here is written in an
asymptotically static frame (ASF). In the uncharged case (δ = 0), this solution reduces to the
general class of Kerr-AdS black holes presenting in [32] and [33]. Also in the case of vanishing
cosmological constant, the metric (2.2) corresponds to those introduced in [34]. Particularly, the
supergravity solutions by only one electric charge which are derived in [35] are equivalent with a
nonrotatting case of the metric (2.2) in D= 4, 5, 7 dimensions.
Charges and Thermodynamics: The metric (2.2) describes a black hole, if one can find a
real root from the equation ∆ = 0. The outer root (r+) describes a killing horizon is generated by
the killing vector K = ∂t +
∑N
i Ωi∂φi . where Ωi’s denote the angular velocity on the horizon in the
ASF.
For the metric (2.2) the Hawking temperature and entropy are given by
T =
√
f(r+)[V
′(r+)− 2mf ′(r+)]
4pi2rε−2+ c
∏N
i=1(r
2
+ + a
2
i )
, S =
VD−2mr+ c l2
√
f(r+)
2ρ2+)
∏N
i=1 Ξi
, (2.8)
where VD−2 refers to the volume of the unit (D − 2)-sphere as
VD−2 =
2pi(D−1)/2
Γ[(D − 1)/2] . (2.9)
Also the angular velocity and the electric potential on the horizon are
ΩHi =
ρ2+ai
√
χi
c l2(r2+ + a
2
i )
, ΦH =
s
c l2
ρ2+. (2.10)
The Mass, angular momenta and electric charge of this family of black hole solutions are calculated
in [31], as follows
M =
VD−2m
8pi
∏N
j=1 Ξj
[
c2
( N∑
i=1
2
χi
+ ε− 2
)
+ 1
]
, (2.11)
Ji =
VD−2maic
√
χi
4piΞi
∏N
j=1 Ξi
, Q =
(D − 3)VD−2mcs
8pi
∏N
j=1 Ξj
.
It is shown in [31] that these conserved charges satisfy the first law of thermodynamics
dM = TdS +
N∑
i=1
ΩidJi + ΦdQ, (2.12)
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2.1 Ultra-Spinning limit
In what follows we shall generate a new class of ultra-spinning charged AdS black holes based on
the novel ultra-spinning technique introduced in [6]. This ultra-spinning method can be utilized by
following three steps, i) to achieve a non-singular metric, one should transform the given rotating
AdS black hole to an asymptotically rotating frame. Then the corresponding azimuthal coordinate
should be scaled by a new coordinate transformation. ii) boosting the selected rotation to the speed
of light easily by taking the limit a→ l. iii) finally, compactifying the new azimuthal coordinate.
At the beginning, towards producing an ultra-spinning black hole upon the metric (2.2), we
choose a certain ϕj coordinate as an ultra-spinning direction. Before applying next steps, we start
by a trick used in [9] for separating the φj direction and taking the limit aj → l. Thus, the following
important result can be derived
WΞj → µ2j . (2.13)
Then using this relation, dΩ2 becomes
dΩ2 → dΩ2s =
N+ε∑
i 6=j
r2 + a2i
Ξi
dµ2i − 2
dµj
µj
( N∑
i 6=j
r2 + a2i
Ξi
µidµi
)
+
dµ2j
µ2j
(
ρ2Wˆ + l2µ2j
)
, (2.14)
where Wˆ =
∑
i 6=j
µ2i
Ξi
. Now we are ready to perform the ultra-spinning limit. So in the first step we
have to use the following coordinate transformation to gain an asymptotically rotating frame (ARF),
φj = φ
R
j +
aj
l2
t. (2.15)
so, we get
ω = (cWˆ + c
µ2j
Ξj
− a
2
j
√
χi
l2Ξj
µ2j)dt−
ajµ
2
j
√
χi
Ξj
dφRj −
∑
i 6=j
ai
√
χi
Ξi
µ2i dφi. (2.16)
Now, by replacing the new coordinate transformation
ϕj =
φRj
Ξj
, (2.17)
and upon boosting a→ l, we find the new geometry as
ds2 = Hˆ
1
D−2
[
dγ2s +
Uˆdr2
∆ˆ
+
2m
UˆHˆ
ω2s
]
+ dΩ2s, (2.18)
where
ws = (cWˆ +
2 + 3s2
2c
µ2j)dt− c lµ2jdϕj −
N∑
i 6=j
aiµ
2
i dφi
Ξi
,
dγ2s = −
(
ρ2(Wˆ + µ2j) + µ
2
j l
2
)
dt2
l2
+ ρ2µ2jdϕ
2
j +
2ρ2µ2jdtdϕ
l
+
∑
i 6=j
r2 + a2i
Ξi
µ2i dφ
2
i ,
Uˆ = rε
(
µ2j +
∑
i 6=j
µ2jρ
2
r2 + a2j
) N∏
k 6=j
(r2 + a2k), Fˆ =
r2l2
ρ2
(
µ2j
ρ2
+
∑
i 6=j
µ2i
r2 + a2i
)
,
∆ˆ =
rε−2ρ4
l2
N∏
i 6=j
(r2 + a2i )− 2mf(r). (2.19)
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At the end, since ϕj is a noncompact coordinate, one can identify it by requiring a periodicity such
as
ϕj ∼ ϕj + µ (2.20)
Also, the gauge field (2.7) under the ultra-spinning limit takes the following form
A =
2ms
Uˆ Hˆ
(
(cWˆ +
2 + 3s2
2c
µ2j)dt− c lµ2jdϕj −
N∑
i 6=j
aiµ
2
i dφi
Ξi
)
, (2.21)
We note that ∂ϕj , is a Killing vector of obtained geometry (2.18). Therefore, straightforwardly one
can show that the new metric is an exact solution of the theory (2.1). Moreover, the gauge field
(2.21) satisfies the equation of motion of this theory as well. Also this new solution describe an
asymptotic AdS geometry. The metric (2.2) in the case of vanishing charge δ = 0 reproduces the
ultra-spinning general Kerr-AdS black holes investigating in [9].
Basic properties: The new solution (2.18) describes an asymptotic AdS black hole whenever
the equation ∆ˆ = 0 allows a real root. The largest root (r+) can be generated by the Killing vector
field
K = ∂t + Ωj∂ϕj + Ωi∂φi , (2.22)
where Ωj and Ωi are the angular velocities on the horizon
Ωi 6=j =
(r2+ + l
2)ai
√
χi
c l2(r2+ + a
2
i )
, Ωj =
l2(s2 + 2)− r20s2
2l(s2 + 1)(l2 + r20)
. (2.23)
Also for the new general solution (2.18), the Hawking temperature can be derived through the horizon
surface gravity as
T =
√
f(r+)[Vˆ
′(r+)− 2mf ′(r+)]
4pi2ρ2rε−2+ c
∏N
i 6=j(r
2
+ + a
2
i )
, (2.24)
The electric potential on the horizon is calculated using the definition ΦH = −KµAµ|r=r+ , leading to
ΦH =
s (r2+ + l
2)
c l2
. (2.25)
Let us here focus on the geometry of the horizon
ds2h = Hˆ
1
D−2
[
ρ2µ2jdϕ
2
j +
∑
i 6=j
r2+ + a
2
i
Ξi
µ2i dφ
2
i +
2m
UˆHˆ
(
c lµ2jdϕj +
N∑
i 6=j
aiµ
2
i dφi
Ξi
)]
+ dΩ2s. (2.26)
where the dΩ2s is given by 2.14. At the first glance to this part, it seems to be singular at µj = 0.
But by examining the behavior of the horizon metric near µj = 0, one can show that these poles are
not true curvature singularity. For simplicity we consider the φi =const. and µi =const. slices. Then
the horizon metric 2.26 in the leading order expansion of small µj takes the following explanation
ds2h ≈ Hˆ
1
D−2ρ2Wˆ
[
ρ2µ2jdϕ
2
j +
2m
Wˆρ2UˆHˆ
c2l2µ4jdϕ
2
j +
dµ2j
µ2j
]
. (2.27)
One can check that this metric present a constant negative curvature geometry on a quotient of the
hyperbolic space H2. Namely, the poles µj = 0 are no part of the spacetime but can be interpreted
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as a kind of boundary. Therefore any geometry of constant (t, r) slices, and particularly the horizon
metric describe noncompact manifolds, topologically are spheres containing some punctures. However
one can find horizon area and entropy as a finite value
S =
VD−2 r−1+ c
4
√
f(r+)
N∏
i 6=j
r2+ + a
2
i
Ξi
. (2.28)
We should emphasis that it remains to be impossible to obtain a multi ultra-spinning solution.
Because taking another coordinate as an ultra-spinning direction, leads the components of dΩ2s to
diverge, which can not be removed by another new coordinate transformation similar to 2.15
To better understanding of the obtained ultra-spinning geometry (2.18), we shall present the
explicit metric for four dimensional case in the next subsections.
2.2 Four Dimensional Ultra-Spinning Charged AdS Black Holes
In the four dimensional case, we have only one azimuthal coordinate φ corresponding to one rotational
parameter a, and there is one spatial polar coordinate θ. So, using the common convention
µ1 = sin θ, µ2 = cos θ, (2.29)
the explicit metric (2.18) in four dimension takes the following description
ds2 =
√
1 +
2mrs2
∆θ
[
∆rdt
2 +
l2 ∆θ
∆r
dr2 +
2mr c2
∆θ + 2mrs2
(
l sin2 θdϕ+
Σ cos2 θ
2ml2 c2
dt
)2
+
∆θ
sin2 θ
dθ2
]
,
(2.30)
where
∆r = (r
2 + l2)2 − 2mr(l2 − r2s2)2mrl4c2, ∆θ = r2 + l2 cos2 θ,
Σ =
l2(r2 + l2 +mrs2) cos2 θ
r
+ 2m(r2s2 − l2) + l2(r −ms2) + r3. (2.31)
For this black hole, the hawking temperature, entropy and angular velocity on the horizon read
T =
√
l2 − r2+s2 (l4 + r4+s2 − 3c2l2r2+)
4pi c l3r+(l2 + r2+)
, S =
µ l c (l2 + r2+)
2(l2 − r2+s2)
.
In order to visualize the noncompactness horizon of the metric (2.30), one can embed the horizon
metric in an Euclidean 3-space. Using the procedure was taken in [7, 10], we identify the horizon
metric
ds2h = gϕϕdϕ
2 + gθθdθ
2|r=r+ , (2.32)
with a line element in the cylindrical coordinates
ds23 = dz
2 + dR2 +R2dΦ2, (2.33)
where z = z(θ), R = R(θ). Then using metric (2.30) and setting Φ = 2pi
µ
ϕ, we have
R2(θ) =
(
µ
2pi
)
gθθ, (2.34)
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(
dz(θ)
dθ
)2
=
(
dR(θ)
dθ
)2
− gϕϕ.
The surface of revolution by numerically integrating (2.35) is presented in Fig. 1. That clearly shows
a manifold with two punctures at θ = 0, pi.
Fig. 1. Horizon embeddings in 4d. Plot shows a 2-dimensional horizons embedded in R3 as a
surface of revolution, displaying topology of a sphere with two punctures. We have set µ = 2pi, r+ = 2,
and l = 1 with s = 0.4 .
Conformal Boundary : Here, we find the conformal boundary of the metric (2.30) by taking
conformal factor as l2/r2,
ds2bdry = −dt2 + 2l sin2 θ dtdϕ+
l2
sin4 θ
dθ2. (2.35)
By introducing k = (1− cos θ), this metric takes the following expression near the pole θ = 0 (small
k)
ds2bdry = −dt2 + 4lk dtdϕ+
l2
4k2
. (2.36)
That shows an AdS3 metric written as a Hopf-like fibration over H2, in which by approaching to
the poles, ϕ becomes a null coordinate. Therefore one can conclude that there is no problem near
the poles (θ = 0, pi), they are not part of the spacetime indeed. It should be noted, one can study
the behavior of any outgoing null geodesics that never reach to the θ = 0, pi axis in a finite affine
parameter [9].
In the extended phase space thermodynamic it was shown in [6,9] that the ultra-spinning general
Kerr-AdS black hole solutions exhibit another distinguishable property. In which their entropy for
some range of parameter space violate the ‘Reverse Isoperimetric Inequality’, so they are called as
super-entropic black holes. As a further work, we want to explore this approach for our new class of
higher dimensional charged ultra-spinning solutions (2.18).
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3 Kerr/CFT description
In this section we explore the validity of the Kerr/CFT correspondence for the new obtained black
holes (2.18). This duality that first proposed for 4D extremal kerr black hole in [18], asserts this idea
that whatever the concept of quantum gravity states in the near horizon region of an extremal Kerr
black hole, they are dual to quantum states of a 2D conformal field theory. The Virasoro algebra
associated to dual CFT arises as an asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) of the near-horizon geometry.
In fact one of the main ingredients of Kerr/CFT proposal is imposing a relevant boundary conditions
leading to an ASG with a Virasoro algebra.
In a D dimensional multi-spinning extremal black hole one may find [(D−1)/2] commuting Vira-
soro algebras supporting to same numbers of CFT duals. Namely there are [(D− 1)/2] independent
central charges associated to each copy of dual CFTs. Then via the Cardy formula the microscopic
entropy of all dual CFTs can be computed, in which they are exactly equal with each other and with
the Bekenstein Hawking entropy of extremal black hole. It has been fully investigated in various
dimensions [22] and different theory such as in gauged and ungauged supergravity solution [23]
Here, to start the procedure towards the Kerr/CFT correspondence for our ultra-spinning so-
lution, we first consider the four dimensional metric (2.30). So, one need to find the near horizon
geometry of the extremal version of the this metric. The extremality conditions obtained by imposing
vanishing temperature (TH |r=r0 = 0), as
m =
(l2 + r20)
2r0(r20s
2 − l2) , s =
l
r0
√
l2 − 3r20
3l2 − r20
, (3.1)
where r0 denotes the degenerate Killing horizon. Then we can expand the function ∆ˆ near the
horizon as
∆ˆ = X(r − r0)2 + O(r − r0)3,
where
X =
3l4 − 2l2r20 + 3r40
2l2r30
. (3.2)
The entropy of the metric (2.30) in the extremal limit reads
S =
µ(l2 + r20)
2r0
√
l2 − r20
2
. (3.3)
Now, to find the near horizon extremal geometry (NHEG) of the metric (2.30), one can employ
the following dimensionless coordinate transformation
r = r0(1 + λrˆ), ϕ = ϕˆ+ Ω
0tˆ, tˆ =
t
2pis0r0λ
, θˆ = θ, (3.4)
where the scaling s0 =
X
l2+r20
√
2
l2−r20 , and Ω
0 = Ω|r=r0 . Then, by taking λ→ 0, we obtain NHEG
ds2 =
√
Hˆ04
[
r20 + l
2 sin2 θ
X
(− rˆ2dtˆ2 + drˆ2
rˆ2
)
+ γ(θ)
(
dϕ+ krˆdtˆ
)2
+ F (θ)dθ2
]
, (3.5)
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where
γ(θ) =
(l2 + r20)
2(l2 − r20) sin4 θ
l4 − r40 − 2 l2r20 sin2 θ
, F (θ) =
r20 + l
2 cos2 θ
sin2 θ
, (3.6)
Hˆ04 = 1 +
(l2 − 3r20)(l2 + r20)
2r20(r
2
0 + l
2 cos2 θ)
k =
1
2piTL
=
2 l r0
s0(l2 + r20)
2
where Tl refer to the Frolov–Thorne temperature denotes the temperature associated to the left-
moving part of the dual CFT.
The NHEG (3.5) shows a direct product of AdS2×U(1). As expected it contains the well-known
AdS2 sector, which is here written in Poincare´-type coordinates. Appearing of the AdS2 sector in
the NHEG of any regular stationary black holes has been a great appeal in the literature [36–39]. It
is shown that this geometry has the SL(2, R)× U(1) isometry group.
Also it was shown that this class of NHEG by imposing a set of consistent boundary conditions
such as [18] 
O(r2) O(1) O(1/r) O(1/r2)
O(1) O(1/r) O(1/r)
O(1/r) O(1/r2)
O(1/r3)
 . (3.7)
in the coordinate of (t, r, φ, θ), admits an enhanced Virasoro algebra [18, 40]. Therefore, one can
found an algebra of the charges associated to the asymptotic symmetry group that makes a Virasoro
algebra with a central extension [40]. This idea supports to existence of a two-dimensional chiral
CFT as a holographic dual field theory.
One can compute the central charge of the dual quantum field theory using the manner introduced
in [21,23] from the NHEG (3.5) as
c =
3ki
2pi
∫ pi
0
dθ
√
F (θ)γ(θ) (3.8)
Ultimately, we find the central charge associated to 2D dual CFT
c = µ
6l3r0(l
2 − r20)(l2 + r20)2
pi(3l6 + l4r20 + l
2r40 + 3r
6
0)
. (3.9)
We note that, in the extremal case, the vacuum state of the bulk are in a pure state, while the dual
2D CFT has a mixed density matrix at temperature TL, is given by Eq. (3.6) .
To ensure that there is a well defined Kerr/CFT duality, we use the Cardy’s formula which gives
a measure of microstates of any unitary and modular invariance 2D CFT at a large temperature.
S =
pi2
3
cL TL. (3.10)
So by assuming that the dual 2D quantum field theory describes a unitary CFT, and using (3.9),
(3.6), the microscopic entropy of the dual CFT is computed as
SCFT =
µ(l2 + r20)
2r0
√
l2 − r20
2
. (3.11)
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that is exactly agrees to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the bulk at the extremal limit (3.3).
It is worth mentioning that, it was explicitly shown that for some class of charged black holes
the extremality conditions and ultra-spinning limit are commutable with each other [10]. Moreover,
It was established that the ultraspinning limit commutes with the near horizon limit. Namely, by
beginning with a kerr-AdS black hole and applying both ultra-spinning and near horizon limits in
different orders, one can obtained NHEG of an ultra-spinning black hole or ultra-spinning limit of
a NHEG, which both results describe the same geometries. These analysis have done for general
multi-spinning Kerr-AdS [25], and two particular classes of gauged supergravity solutions [10]. Also
for a specific class of extremal Kerr-AdS black holes whose entropy vanishes, this commutativity has
been confirmed [11]. Now, we explore this statement for our obtained ultra-spinning charged black
hole in the 4D case (2.30).
Extremality under Ultra-spinning limit: We have already derived the extremality con-
ditions for the ultra-spinning version in (3.1). Now, to explore the preserving extremality under
ultra-spinning limit, one need to find the extremality conditions of the origin 4D KK-AdS black hole,
which is given by
m =
(l2 + r20)(r
2
0 + a
2)
2r0(r20s
2 − l2) , s
2 =
a2(l2 − r20 − 3r40 − l2r20)
4mr30
. (3.12)
Now, upon taking a → l limit onto these relations, they agree with the conditions (3.1). Therefore
one can confirm again that extremality conditions preserve under the ultra-spinning limit.
In order to get ensured about the commutation NHEG and ultra-spinning limit with each other,
we should find firstly the near horizon geometry of the 4D KK-AdS black hole in the extremal limit,
that is also presented in [43]. Now by applying procedures towards an ultra-spinning version, one
can straightforwardly check that the given NHEG exactly gets the metric (3.5).
It should be noted, however the main KK-AdS metric (2.2) and its NHEG that is given in ref. [43]
are presented in the asymptotically static frame. To find the ultra-spinning version of the NHEG, we
need not to rewrite NHEG in the ARF. Namely, the near horizon geometry is free of the asymptotic
behavior. So, only change coordinate (2.15) and taking limit a→ l onto the NHEG gets the metric
(3.5). In the other words, the NHEG of an ultra-spinning black hole is equivalent to an ultra-spinning
version of a NHEG of origin one. Also the sector S2 of the NHEG (3.5) enjoys a non-compactness
structure.
3.1 Kerr/CFT description of general higher-dimensional ultraspinning black holes
In this section, we shall investigate the Kerr/CFT correspondence for the general higher-dimensional
(D > 4) ultra-spinning KK-AdS black holes (2.18).
To find the near horizon geometry of the metric (2.18) in the extremal case, one can find the
extremality conditions by imposing T |r=r0 = 0 in (2.32), and ∆ˆ|r=r0 = 0. Then, by taking the
following coordinate transformation
r = r0(1 + λrˆ), ϕj = ϕˆj + Ω
0
j tˆ, φi = φˆi + Ω
0
i tˆ, t =
ˆ2Y0
r0∆′′0λ
tˆ, µˆi = µi. (3.13)
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and sending λ→ 0, we derived explicitly the NHEG as
ds2 = Hˆ
1/(D−2)
0
[
2Uˆ0
∆′′0
(− rˆ2dtˆ2 + drˆ2
rˆ2
)
+
N∑
i,k 6=j
g˜ik(dφˆi + ki rˆ dtˆ)(dφˆk + kk rˆ dtˆ)
+
N∑
i
gij(dφˆi + ki rˆ dtˆ)(dϕˆj + kj rˆ dtˆ) + dΩˆ
2
0
]
, (3.14)
where
g˜ik 6=j =
r20 + a
2
i
Ξi
µ2i δik +
(
2m
Uˆ0Hˆ0
+
∆ˆ0[l
2s2∆ˆ0 + Uˆ0Hˆ0(l
2 − s2r20)]
Hˆ0 c2 r
2−4
0 ρ
4
0
∏N
i 6=j(r
2
0 + a
2
i )
2(cWˆ −∑Ni 6=j ZiΩ0i )
)
ZiZk,
g˜ij = (r
2
0 + l
2)µ2j +
(
2m
Uˆ0Hˆ0
+
∆ˆ0[l
2s2∆ˆ0 + Uˆ0Hˆ0(l
2 − s2r20)]
Hˆ0 c2 r
2−4
0 ρ
4
0
∏N
i 6=j(r
2
0 + a
2
i )
2(cWˆ −∑i ZiΩ0j)
)
c l Zi µ
2
j ,
Zi =
ai
√
χi
Ξi
µ2i , ∆
′′
0 = ∂r∆ˆ|r=r0 , dΩˆ20 = dΩ2s|r=r0,µ=µˆ,
and
ki 6=j = −
2c r
(−2)
0 ρ
4
0
∏N
i 6=j(r
2
0 + a
2
i )
l
√
l2 − s2r20
∂r0Ω
0
i
∆′′0
, kj = −
2c r
(−2)
0 ρ
4
0
∏N
i 6=j(r
2
0 + a
2
i )
l
√
l2 − s2r20
∂r0Ω
0
j
∆′′0
. (3.15)
This result can be adopted in the general form of discussed in [23]
ds2 = Γ(y)
(− rˆ2dtˆ2 + drˆ2
rˆ2
)
+
n−1∑
α=1
Fαdy
2
α +
n−1∑
i,j=1
g˜ij e˜ie˜j. (3.16)
which describes the near-horizon geometry of D-dimensional extremal rotating black holes.
It has been shown that by imposing consistence boundary conditions, these classes of NHEG
admit N = [(d − 1)/2] commuting copies of the Virasoro algebra. In which, each of the Virasoro
algebra is generated by the following diffeomorphisms
ζ i 6=j(n) = −einφi
∂
∂φi
− i n r einφi ∂
∂r
, ζj(n) = −einϕj
∂
∂ϕj
− i n r einϕj ∂
∂r
, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . (3.17)
By considering the same boundary conditions as [21], These diffeomorphisms provide an asymptotic
symmetry algebra. That gives N following commuting centerless Virasoro algebra
i[ζam, ζ
a
n] = (m− n)ζam+n. (3.18)
The conserved charges Qζin associated to ζ
i
n make a similar algebra with central extension. The
Dirac brackets of these conserved charges are attributed to a two dimensional CFT. One can find its
associated central charge by [23,41]
ci =
3µ
4pi2
ki
∫
dn−1yα
(
detg˜ij
n−1∏
α=1
Fα
)1/2 ∫
dφ1 . . . dφi, i = 1 . . . n− 1, i 6= j. (3.19)
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Where this relation corresponds to the near-horizon metric (3.14). So, one can rewrite it as follow [41]
ci,j =
3µ ki,j
4pi2
A|r+=r0. (3.20)
Here A denotes the area of the black hole (2.18). We refer the interested reader to [41] for similar
details of calculation.
Mei in [41] introduced two general ansatzs that cover all known extremal stationary and ax-
isymmetric black holes, in which by using the Kerr/CFT correspondence he explicitly showed that
the entropy of both microscopic and macroscopic sides are exactly equivalent. Interestingly, our
non-compact NHEG (3.16) can be cast in the Mei’s ansatzs as well.
In order to use Cardy’s formula as a relation between the central charge and the entropy of a
two-dimensional CFT, we need to find the left- and right-moving temperature associated to 2D CFT.
We proceed by writing the extended version of the first law for our non-compact horizon black hole
as
TdS = dM − ΩidJi − ΩjdJi −
∑
i
ΦidQi −Kdµ. (3.21)
where the quantity µ introduced for compactifying the new coordinate ϕj by (2.20) can be regarded as
the chemical potential of the black hole. It is added to the first law by its thermodynamic conjugate
K [6]. In the extremal condition and using the near horizon limit 3.13, we have
TdS = −[(Ωi − Ωexi )dJi + (Ωj − Ωexj )dJj + 4∑
i=1
(Φi − Φexi )dQi + (K −Kex)dµ
]
. (3.22)
One can define the Frolov–Thorne vacuum as a vacuum state of the extremal metric. To find the
temperatures associated to 2D CFT, we expand a scalar quantum field for the general non-extremal
metric in terms of eigenstates of the asymptotic energy E and angular momenta Ji, Jj as
Φ =
∑
E,Ji,Jj ,l
φEJiJj l e
−iEtˆ+iJiφˆi+iJj ϕˆjfl(r, µi). (3.23)
In the extremal condition using the near horizon limit 3.13, we have
e−iEtˆ+iJiφˆ
i+iJj ϕˆj = e−inR tˆ+in
i
Lφˆi+in
j
Lϕˆ
j
, (3.24)
where
niL = Ji, n
j
L = Jj, nR = (E − Ωexi J i − Ωexj Jj − ΦexQ)r0/λ, (3.25)
The density of states is given by ρ = eS, where S is the entropy. Using the above argument and
defining the left- and right-moving Frolov–Thorne temperatures, one can write the density matrix
by following Boltzmann weighting factor
e−(E−ΩiJ
i−ΩjJj−ΦQ)/TH = e−(nR/TR)−(nL/TL)−Q/Te (3.26)
where the temperatures of the left and right-moving CFTs are given by
TR ∝ |exTH = 0, TLφi = −
∂TH/∂r+
∂Ωφi/∂r+
|ex = 1
2pi ki
, TLϕj = −
∂TH/∂r+
∂Ωϕj/∂r+
|ex = 1
2pi kj
. (3.27)
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Additionally, one can define the quantity Te associated to the electric charge as
Te = − ∂TH/∂r+
∂Φφi/∂r+
|r=r0 . (3.28)
The important relation (3.27) was firstly used in four dimensions by [21]. Then it speculated to be
valid for higher dimensions in [23]. It was also proved by [41] that one can generalize the definition
(3.27) for all known stationary and axisymmetric extremal black holes. Moreover it was shown that
for the ultra-spinning noncompactness horizon solutions, the relation (3.27) still be valid [25].
The relation (3.27) has an essential role to check the validity of the Kerr/CFT correspondence. It
should be noted that in D > 4 one can find a chiral CFT arises from a Virasoro algebra corresponding
to each of the N = [D− 1]/2 rotational 2-planes. Interestingly, the central charges associated to the
different CFTs which are given by equation 3.20 are different, also their Frolov–Thorne temperatures
differ too.
Now, helping the Cardy’s formula 3.10, which gets the entropy of an unitary CFT at tempera-
ture TL, and using the relations (3.20) and (3.27), we find microscopic entropy of each CFTs (no
summation over i)
SCFT =
pi2
3
c1Tφ1 =
pi2
3
c2Tφ2 = · · · =
pi2
3
cjTϕj · · · =
pi2
3
ciTφi =
A|r=r0
4
= SBH |ex. (3.29)
This result Clearly confirm an identical microscopic entropy associated to each copy of the CFTs.
Furthermore, all of them exactly agree with the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy of the ultra-spinning
charged black hole at extremal limit.
Another significance feature of our ultra-spinning black holes is the contribution of the dimen-
sionless parameter µ in all central charges and the entropy of both sides. However, this parameter is
introduced for compactifying the new azimuthal coordinate ϕj that is chosen to be an ultra-spinning
direction, we see its role in all central charges associated to each CFTs aeries from other U(1) di-
rection. To have a finite central charge the quantity µ should be set by a finite value. Also one can
define a new quantity in the CFT side as Tµ corresponding to the chemical potential µ [25].
Tµ = −∂TH/∂rr+
∂K/∂rr+
|r=r0 , (3.30)
Where K is the conjugate variable to the chemical potential µ, introduced firstly in [6].
We also note, it is discussed in [44] that, within the Einstein-Hilbert theories the non-gravitational
fields have no contribution to the central charge of the dual CFTs. This argument is observed for
our new ultra-spinning solutions as well.
We note, the Mei’s ansatzs in [41] which gives a well-defined Kerr/CFT correspondence, cover
the most stationary and axisymmetric black holes with compact horizon. Also in [43] was shown
that the general charged KK-AdS black holes (2.2) can be followed by Mei’s ansatzs, indicating the
Kerr/CFT correspondence is applicable for this general solution as well. Now, we emphasis that
for our general ultra-spinning KK-AdS black holes solution (2.18), despite the noncompactness of
their horizons, the result (3.29) shows a precise holographically agreement between the microscopic
entropy of the CFT side and the entropy of the black hole. Namely, our new class of charged black
hole 2.18 solution exhibit a well-defined Kerr/CFT correspondence.
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4 Summery
In this work, we have employed the ultra-spinning (super-entropic) limit as a fairly simple generating
solution technique to construct a novel class of charged multi-spinning black holes as solutions of
Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton-Lambda (EMDΛ) theory in all higher dimensions D ≥ 4. We start from
a known black hole solution which refer to KK-AdS black holes, describing a higher dimensional
single charged multi-spinning solution of EMDΛ theory. Our main motivation focus on more explore
to the charged black holes at ultra-spinning limit or in large angular momentum. In this regard
interestingly, we succeed to generate a novel class of charged rotating black holes as exact solutions
of the same theory given by action (2.1). Of course, with different horizon and different conformal
boundary structurer comparing to origin KK-AdS black hole.
Our constructing geometry describes an asymptotic AdS black hole with noncompact horizon in
all dimensions. The topology of the event horizon present a sphere with some punctures where arises
from the poles of the polar coordinate components. In four dimensional case, we explicitly have
shown that these poles are located at θ = 0, pi. In the higher dimensions the number of punctures
are as many number as the roots of µj = 0. We emphasize that these poles can be interpreted as a
sort of boundary, and they are removed from the spactime indeed. Therefore the obtained solution
in all dimensions has a regular horizon. However, interestingly their horizon area and entropy are
finite.
We note that, it is impossible to generate a multi ultra-spinning solution by performing more
than one rotation parameter as ultra-spinning direction. It also should be emphasized that the
thermodynamic quantities cannot be obtained by taking the simple limit a→ l onto the origin KK-
AdS black hole quantities, because they obviously will diverge. Indeed there is no trivial relation
between the thermodynamic quantities of both origin and ultra-spinning solutions. But due to
compactifying the new azimuthal coordinate it is expected the conserved charges and thermodynamic
quantities associated to our ultra-spinning black hole would be finite. A further research will be
computing these conserved charges and investigating its thermodynamic in the extended phases space
thermodynamics background to ensure whether one can find a range of parameter space leading to
super-entropic black holes, similar analyze for general Kerr-AdS black hole was done in [9].
We have also obtained the near horizon geometry of our ultra-spinning solutions in the extremal
limit. That presented a direct product of an AdS2 sector and a S
d−2 manifold having same punctures
as origin black hole. Moreover, for four dimensional case we have explicitly investigated the Kerr/CFT
correspondence, by calculating the central charge and the microscopic entropy of dual 2D CFT. Then
via the Cardy’s formula we have shown that our result indicate a precise agreement between the
microscopic and macroscopic entropies.
For the general higher dimensional case, we have explicitly presented the near horizon geometry
of extremal solution. In the D-dimensional case we are dealing with [(D − 1)/2] independent U(1)
rotation symmetries that by imposing a appropriate boundary condition one can get [(D − 1)/2]
copies of Virasoro algebra, supporting the same number 2D dual CFTs. We have given a main result
for their different central charges ci as well as their associated Frolov–Thorne temperatures. Also
our result via the Cardy’s formula confirm an identical microscopic entropy associated to each of the
CFTs, and a fully agreement with the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy of the ultra-spinning charged
black hole at extremal limit. Namely, our ultra-spinning solution exhibit a well-defined Kerr/CFT
correspondence in all dimensions despite its noncompact horizon.
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